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                © Paul Koester, Dallas County Community College , 2018  COSC 2425 – Computer Organization  Lab # 2 – Hamming Code  Attached to this assignment is a Java program that converts a text file to a list of hexadecimal  numbers. Each of those hexidecimal numbers represents the bit pattern of a character from the file with the parity bits (even parity) for a hamming code inserted. Each text character  takes 8 bits and the hamming code adds 4 bits. This hamming code provides single -bit error  correction .  Requirements  1. The program must be written in Java . If you have not used Java before, you can learn it  enough to do this assignment, by looking at the provided program .  2. You can use Eclipse to write, compile and test your program, but you may also use any  other development environment you like. Only the . java file will be submitted.  3. The program will use the provided Hamming class. It will implement the decode  function. The decode function is the reverse of the encode function, but it also performs  single bit correction when necessary.  4. Display a message to the console when an error is corrected, as in the example below.  5. The main function must be rewritten to read hexidec imal numbers from hamming.txt  file and write decoded and corrected text to output.txt.  6. Test the program with different input files. The instructor will test it with a hamming.txt file different from the one provided.  Hint: The Java hasNextInt(16) and nex tInt(16) input functions are helpful in reading  hexadecimal numbers from a file.   Upload: Your Java (.java ) file.   Sample Output  File hamming.txt opened  Error in bit 9 corrected in character 2  Error in bit 3 corrected in character c  Error in bit 10 corrected in character p  File output.txt closed   Note: In addition to the output shown above, the output of this program includes the decoded text  written to output.txt.            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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